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1 - Prologue

First I want to congratulate you yourself, because if you're reading this book  
is because you've decided to take a step forward in your preparation and  
training. There are numerous publications, magazines and books on  
training and nutrition, not forgetting the social networks in which there is  
an excess of information and a saturation such that further  
recommendation which is not known.

In this guide I want to summarize basic, simple and understandable way,  
notions that allow you to get your short-medium term, how beginner  
immediate objectives that begins in the world of weight training.

If you already take some time practicing this sport, you're reading the  
manual will help you reorganize and optimize your training, and therefore  
to improve your performance.

This guide is quite useful whether you are a young man starting in this  
world, as if (how to) have spent 40 years and want to improve your  
appearance, your health and quality of life.

I encourage you to continue to finish this book and put it into practice.

Acknowledgements:

I do not want to forget to thank for everything that I learned at his side,  
Victor Barrios, director of the IFBB Academy-Victor Barrios, where I work  
and where I got my degree in Personal Trainer & Specialist Advanced  
International IFBB Nutrition. Thanks Victor for transmit to me your  
passion for Old School Bodybuilding.
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2 - FIRST, DECIDED TODAY

Perhaps you have already decided to start training and nourish properly, but 
if you still doubt let me tell you a few things:

TODAY Decide what you want for the rest of your life. Decide now if you want 
to be the shadow of what you were or want reborn stronger than ever. Decide 
if you throw in the towel or if you wipe the sweat with it and keep fighting.

 

Although you will not believe the physical aspect is more than aesthetic, is 
what you see when looking in the mirror, says a lot about a person, talk about 
you, your habits, your habits, your vices and virtues. Talk about your 
perseverance, your ability to work and sacrifice. Talk about how you face the 
effort and how you are able to fight for what you propose.

A sloppy appearance, talk about everything else ...

This is the message we give to others about yourself, your appearance is your 
letter.

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY, this is the message you are giving your brain on 
you ... No you can afford. TODAY DECIDED how you want the message you 
give your brain about you, that you strengthen and make you grow in all 
aspects of your life.
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TODAY DECIDED your fitness:

Decide TODAY that you want to "pretend" you do not like going to the beach 
(because you do not like to see you in your swimsuit) or if you want to see how 
you've ever seen when strolling along the shore.

TODAY Decide if you want to be the girl who always wanted to be, most of the 
self-esteem, a strong girl and wrestler character, the best possible version of 
yourself, without having to imitate, or dress up anyone, or want to be that girl 
who always defers the time to start changing. That fragile girl who embraces a 
tub of ice cream to drown his sorrows.

TODAY Decide if you want to be that confident, strong and proportionate, 
healthy and dynamic, energetic and positive guy, or if you want to be the 
mascot of your group of friends and never wants to remove his shirt, which 
feels inferior (No I be at all).

TODAY Decide how you want to see when you have the, if someone healthy, 
slender and attractive middle age or if you prefer to be a tremendous belly 
stuck to one person.

TODAY Decide who you want to be, if the person who has the strength to play 
with his nephews, children or grandchildren without fainting effort or want to 
be that greater family never moved from the chair.

TODAY Decide if you want to be able to take the stairs if the elevator breaks 
down, or if you want to sit at the top of the stairs and wait for the technician 
to come fix it.

LET YOURSELF AND OF EXCUSES, do not blame genetics, time, stress, 
work, family, NOT blame anyone, responsible ERES TU.

TODAY DECIDED your Habits of Healthy Living:

DECIDED TODAY, go to the fridge and pantry and throw all that crap you 
have stored there to eat them while you are mourning. Throw them well away. 
If you do not have at home and if not shopping more, not eat.

TODAY DECIDED drain in the sink cans and bottles of soda and sugary 
drinks you have at home and not buy again. And start drinking water and tea, 
how green tea.
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TODAY DECIDED do crazy things with meals, no follow "miracle diets" or 
nonsense like that, ignore foods, supplements, or anything else you promise 
wonders and eat responsibly.

TODAY DECIDED feed nutritious food, decides to buy the food they ate 30 
years ago. Meat, Fish, Eggs, Dairy, Fruits and Vegetables. Forget takeout, I'm 
sick of those meals that are prepared in three minutes.

If prepared in three minutes, that's not food. Learn to cook, to take time to do 
it and keep cooked food yourself. And learn to eat, chewing unhurried meal.

TODAY DECIDED rest at least eight hours a day, to keep orderly and healthy 
life. A early, to enjoy the rides at sunrise or sunset. Forget the gym treadmill 
and walk down the street, the countryside or the beach.

TODAY DECIDED turn off the TV when you are putting do not add anything, 
decides to be free of the remote control, stop being his slave learns to live with 
the TV off. Forget to live other lives of the little characters of television and 
live yours. Turn off the TV and turn on your life. Changes a desktop front of 
the TV watching talk shows discussing characters for a good ride.

TODAY DECIDED that when you're somewhat discouraged, when you have 
strength, when you're wrong, you'll have to draw strength from anywhere, 
look ahead, clench his fists and take a step forward, because nothing can stop 
you if you do not want.

TODAY DECIDED look at you every day in the mirror, look into your eyes and 
become your greatest ally, that person who encourages you and encourages 
you to get it. Look at you and tell you :! You'll get it, come on!
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When I think not advance in my training or my 
diet, I look at this picture.

TODAY DECIDED your fitness:

TODAY DECIDED take a picture of your current state, and when you think 
you do not progress look at it and make sure your efforts are paying off, you 
will not see from one day to another, but from day one.

TODAY DECIDED workout at a gym, a professional advise or train at home 
and be self if you do not you can afford. If you have internet to read this 
article, you also have to see what good tutorial videos, or have (if you can) 
coach online.

TODAY DECIDED off the couch and although rain, snow, cold or hot go 
training. Once you cross the gym door the fun starts, which is more difficult to 
get up off the couch and go. So do not think do not be blackmailed by your 
couch, get up and DO IT NOW.

TODAY DECIDED train with a clear goal, visualize your best version, draw 
the sketch in your mind and start working hard to get it, how a painter or a 
sculptor.

TODAY DECIDED train with common sense starting with a workout 
according to your current status, and gradually increasing it, it is useless 
given a beating the first day and unable to move for a week.

TODAY DECIDED train with barbells and dumbbells, whether you're male or 
female, learn the movements regardless of weight, learn to move your 
muscles, learn to know your body and how it works.
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TODAY DECIDED go up the intensity every day, get new challenges, raise 
progressively the weight, once learned the art.

TODAY DECIDED that soreness and fatigue will be your allies, to show you 
that you are working well and what are the signs of your progress.

TODAY DECIDED take one more step in your training, a repeat again, 
another year, another milestone.

TODAY DECIDED learn you do not need a large amount of exercise, but do 
the right thing at the time, do not spend hours training, you have to train 
intensely and leave.

TODAY DECIDED what your goal and go for it, it will not be easy, but I 
promise you'll thank.

TODAY DECIDED be an example for your spouse, your siblings, parents, 
children and other people around you.

TAKE THE DECISION TODAY, Train Hard, Eat Healthy and leaves 
EXCUSES
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3 - MOTIVATION

The basis of all physical change is based on four pillars: Motivation, Training, 
Nutrition and Rest. But above all, the most important and the most decisive 
is: Motivation.

Some people may not agree with this statement, but this is my opinion. There 
are other statements that up by training and even nutrition, but in my opinion 
are wrong, and I'll explain why.

Motivation is the master key to successfully perform the other three 
(Training, Nutrition and Rest). It is very difficult, if not impossible, you can 
perform them one hundred percent and get the most out if you're "the head 
elsewhere."

Who could get off the couch and go to train hard if you are discouraged, sad 
and defeated?

Who can have the "will power" to bring good nutrition if you do not feel 
"motivated"?

Who is able to rest eight hours if it is not in "full psychic powers"?
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I answer to all three questions: Nobody, Nobody and Nobody ...

So we have a problem, if we do not include in our daily training routine the 
most important "muscle" we have: The Brain.

There are claims that how that "The abs are made in the kitchen, not the gym" 
that are wrong because they are not made in any of these two sites, "Made in 
the head" (ie the sentence) without good motivation not have the strength to 
go training or for how you should eat.

And in this topic mood many variables and many situations beyond our 
control, we betray our goal involved, many "sticks" trying to get into our 
wheel ...

And the problem is that there is no magic bullet, no magic formula that will 
serve us all.

I must also say that depends on what our aim, as far as physical change is 
concerned, face Motivation can be more or less "difficult".

For example, people whose goal is weight loss, how was my case a few years 
ago, motivation can be undoubtedly the cornerstone of the whole process of 
physical change.

In weight loss is effective taking as reference its own image (a photo, for 
example) when we were physically better and have it at hand view from time 
to time and understand that "this person" who appears in the photo is us and 
we can get back well, or even better physically, if we propose. Back to be agile 
and fit, and above all healthy and well.
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In people whose goal is to "grow", ie, have more volume, gain weight or 
muscle mass, it is often useful to have a reference in which to raise our goal, 
but without neglecting the important idea that each person is unique and we 
look our best version, we do not intend to become someone else, which is 
impossible. With this very clear particularity, it can be interesting, how he 
said, have a reasonable benchmark which reflect ourselves in every room of 
people who start training is easy to find a photo or poster of an admired 
athlete training, you can be positive.

“Every morning you'll see in the mirror who have to overcome”

Is in one way or another, we must be fair to ourselves and our progress. It is 
very important to take a picture when we started training and occasionally, 
when we do not move forward, look at that picture of the beginning and check 
that IF that works, and move on, nobody said it was easy, but I assure you will 
helpful.
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And what is my motivation, because my 45 years, mine is very basic: find 
good about myself, being fit. I clear my limitations and my goals, I will not 
become a Fitness Chico 30, nor do I pretend, but I feel good, go to the beach 
and be comfortable in swimwear, to make a physical test and not die 
drowned, being in full physical powers and if my 7 year old son asked me to 
play football with him, having the strength to let me no broken three days.

I have pictures from when I was a boy of 20 years, from when I was 30 and 
when I was 40 (those least I did not like me photos), and are my reference, I 
want to be clear how and strive to achieve.

Getting short-term goals and go getting them, rewarding our achievements 
and commit to our goal, is fundamental.

So work on your mind, your motivation, seek advice and approach people 
who will encourage and motivate you to achieve your goals while you step 
away from that keep you from your goals and you harm.

Works every day that your dream is reality in which live the rest of your days.
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4 - TRAINING MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS

When a person signs up for the first time in a gym, in most cases not very 
clear where to start or what to do. It happens that lets advice from other 
people who train in the gym or will deliver a sheet with endless drawings 
must try to imitate. In this article we will try to clarify some basic concepts.

I think it's good to have a guidance of a professional, often absent in the 
training centers. The first thing a person must have clear is what your goal is, 
what he wants to achieve with training. Based on its current state, it must be 
clear about what you want to achieve and develop a strategy.

On the other hand, I think it should have some small idea of his anatomy, 
meet the large muscle groups that make up your body, and minimal 
nutritional counseling, so that your food is appropriate with respect to its 
target.

From a typical case of a person who wants average "get in shape" and improve 
its appearance and physical strength, could give an example of how to start 
training. Let's talk about nutrition and training:

* With regard to nutrition, we differentiate a concept that I believe is ill-
posed: NO NEED TO PUT A DIET, MUST ADOPT A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE, 
I think this is most important, "diets" cause anxiety and sometimes it makes 
us "jump off" again and again. What we really do is go changing our lifestyle 
and go adopting healthy eating habits.

Eat 5 times a day is essential; breakfast, midday snack, lunch, snack and 
dinner. Trying to include in each meal all macronutrients:

Healthy carbohydrates, proteins and healthy fats, (whichever is our goal to 
training vary the percentage of each macronutrient, but ALL are essential and 
necessary)
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It is also important to equip ourselves with micronutrients (vitamins and 
minerals) are essential for our body to function properly. For me all the more 
necessary supplement is a multivitamin.

You can see the next chapter that explains in detail.

All that remains for us to point out is the importance of water, drink at least 2 
liters, although we are not thirsty.

* Regarding the Muscle Groups, say we have to have a basic understanding of 
our body, to know how to train him. I do this distribution of muscle groups:

- Chest (major and minor)
- Back (dorsal, trapezoids)
- Shoulders (anterior and deltoid, middle back)
- Core (abdominal and lower back)
- Arms (Biceps, triceps and forearms)
- Legs (including buttocks, front and rear thigh and calves)
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At this point we have talked about our proper nutrition and anatomical 
knowledge of our body, we go to the gym.

The main thing is to have a clear thing and that is the difference between 
isolation exercises (or accessories) and Basic Exercises (or compounds), and 
that for a significant period of time our training should be based on Basic 
Exercises.

The Basic Exercises are where the large muscle groups involved, and the 
exercises insulation are what make work a specific muscle group or muscle 
(the latter help tone and define muscles once an important and significant 
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muscle tone is reached, so are not ideal to start training).

That is why when we started to train, we have to do it (or compounds) Basic 
Exercises to get an overall muscle growth, because we can use more weight 
and stimulate more muscle each year.

Let's see Basic Exercises for Muscle Groups:

* CHEST:
- Bench Press
- Parallel Fund
- Push (Push Ups)

* BACK:
- Remo with Bar
- Chin (Pull Ups)
- Jalon Pulley to Chest

* SHOULDERS:
- Press Military
- Press with Dumbbells

* CORE:
- Lifting Leg
- Shrink trunk

* ARMS:
- Curl for Biceps bar (best Olympic Barbell)
- Dumbbell Biceps Curl
- Pulley Triceps Extension

* LEGS:
- Squats
- Exercise Press
- Dead Weight
- Standing elevations heels
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We have already seen what will be our "repertoire" Basic to perform exercises. 
So get to work. The first thing you must do to get to the gym is stretching and 
heat, to avoid possible injury.

We will compile a training table for the first month, we start with a routine 
that works the whole body, in every training session, and at least three days 
per week. So take to start one exercise per muscle group each day, and we can 
toggle the different options for each muscle group a few days, considering 
include arm training exercise for biceps and another for triceps every day of 
training, so how on one leg training for twins and one for thighs, let's see an 
example:

Day 1:

Chest: Bench Press 1 set of 8 repetitions
Back: Rowing with bar 1 set of 8 repetitions
Shoulders: Military Press 1 set of 8 repetitions
Core: Lifts Leg 1 set of 12 repetitions
Arms: Biceps Curl Bar 1 set of 8 repetitions
Arms: Triceps Extension Pulley 1 set of 8 repetitions
Legs: Squats 1 set of 8 repetitions
Legs: Elevations heels standing 1 set of 8 repetitions

On day 2 and 3 we can change some of the exercises for each muscle group by 
another list, to keep trying and learn to do them all correctly. The weight issue 
we handle, is not so important, how the correct execution of the exercise, take 
a light enough weight how to do the repetitions indicated correctly.
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This routine is for a minimum of three days a week for the first month. The 
second and third month do the same routine of daily exercise for each muscle 
group but will increase to 2 sets per exercise, not go up the number of 
repetitions, but if we go up the weight gradually each year.

An important aspect is that if our goal is the
weight loss should include a "aerobic" or "cardio" exercise about 20 to 30 
minutes AFTER our weight training. For me one of the best exercises Cardio 
is the rowing machine.

Remind you to consider a how aerobic or cardio and that it helps us lose 
weight it is important to do it correctly aclararte HOW TO BURN FAT WITH 
CARDIOVASCULAR EMTRENAMIENTO, READ THE FOLLOWING 
ARTICLE As Fat Burning Cardio Making

Having said all that I can only wish you to come to the end of the third month 
eager to continue and move to advanced training routine which we'll discuss 
later.
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5 - AS "Fat Burning" DOING CARDIO (and not die trying)

"This chapter is dedicated to all those people waiting slimming pointing to 3 
classes followed by group classes, a frenetic pace, with loud music and 
shouting monitor much"

The title of this article seems obvious, as some think to do "Cardio" is how it 
helps us to "burn" body fat, but it is not.

There is a form of cardio that SI is going to do "burn fat" body.

For starters, we should be clear about what type of training is "Cardio" and 
what is not, which however simple it may seem endless confusion results, 
many of which stem from the training centers themselves and their monitors.

Let's start by differentiating the "Cardio" or aerobic training and anaerobic 
training.

"Cardio" or Cardiovascular or Aerobic Training:

This is a training "oxygen" that occurs with a moderate, sustained exercise for 
a period of time.

Understand: With oxygen, moderate and sustained.

Examples: Walking, Running, Bike, Elliptical, etc ... (If done correctly, but IS 
NO CARDIO), then we will see.

Anaerobic Training:

This one is a workout "without oxygen" with short bursts and power, aimed at 
toning the body, using it as "fuel" glucose (sugar) available to the body, either 
organs, how the liver or muscles .
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Examples: Weights, Zumba, Spinning, etc ...

! Hands! Let's talk about how to do Cardio to burn body fat

To begin, we must be clear about one point: Our Heart obviously we each 
have a different one, therefore, the Collective Cardio classes are highly 
questionable, since each of us operate autonomously.

Let's start with math calculate what would be the "threshold" of our hearts 
and we will do with this simple formula:

220 - our age, for example, I have 44 years, so it would be this:

220-44 = 176 That would be my limit beats per minute, ie above that amount 
would be at risk of infarction.
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Now see this table:

If you look at the table, to Cardio and "burn fat", my heart rate should be 
between 60% and 70% of 176 pulses (220 - my age)

That is, if I make my beats Cardio should be between 105.6 and 123.2, if it is 
above what I am "burning" is GLUCOSE, ie SUGAR accumulated in my body 
(organs and muscles) so I'm destroying the muscle mass that I have.

I mean with all this:

1 How can we "burn fat" in collective Spinning classes ?, if we are to 1,000 
beats per minute and each have a different heart ...

2 If all machines in the Gym "Cardio" devices have to go controlling heart 
rate, why not use them?

3rd Make Cardio-head 3 times a week. Do not move the range of 60% to 70%, 
no need to run out of breath, you're probably training above 70% and you are 
not "burn body fat" and SI destroying your muscle mass, so you'll stay just as 
"chubby / a" and "flabby (softest)"
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4th Make anaerobic exercises (weights) for parallel lose fat, build muscle 
mass.

5th Last but not least, do 5 meals a day, and all the nutrients in each 
(Carbohydrates, Proteins and Fats Healthy)

SOON YOU WILL SEE RESULTS, AND YOUR PRACTICE WILL NOT BE A 
"SACRIFICE"
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6 - MANUAL OF NUTRITION FOR BEGINNERS

Every day "hallucinating" more with diets that follow the people who join a 
gym. Especially those that circulate from hand to hand, written in any way on 
a piece of paper and that no one knows elaborated.

Very often when a boy or girl pointing to the gym "someone" will deliver an 
alleged diet. Without any control, and is also the same for all, without giving 
importance to the objective of the training, the current physical form of the 
person, or anything at all.

Almost every day, through my personal profile or my web Social Networks, 
someone asks me to "give a diet", and check the general lack of knowledge 
about nutrition. I think if a minimum knowledge about nutrition you are you 
had, it would be necessary to "make allowances", since every person with 
common sense would know to eat.
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NUTRITION CONCEPTS

The first thing to consider is to know four very basic concepts, with which we 
can form the basis of our nutrition. It is basically known macronutrients:

* Carbohydrates or carbs.

* Proteins.

* Fats.

* Water.

Let's start, and we'll explain in the simplest way possible.

* Carbohydrates and Carbohydrate: This is the macronutrient that gives us 
energy. It is the fuel of our body. If we are to train and exercising, this 
macronutrient need to work. Excess carbohydrates that do not "burn" how 
energy is stored as fat.

1 gram of carbohydrate = 4 calories

Foods containing carbohydrates quality can be potato (cooked), sweet potato, 
(integral) rice, wheat, oats and cereals (whole), fruit and vegetables.

* Protein: They are responsible for rebuilding the "mess" that you submit to 
your muscles during training, are how a construction company starts to 
replenish muscle fibers and tissues and serve you so that your muscle grow.

1 gram of protein = 4 Calories

Foods containing Proteins of interest are mainly whole eggs and egg whites, 
poultry (turkey and chicken), lean meats, fish, vegetable how some soy or 
quinoa and some how spirulina algae.
* Fat: We often see fat how an enemy, but we talked about healthy fats that 
are essential for good health, the need for many functions, including the 
creation of testosterone.

1 gram of fat = 9 calories

Foods with healthy fats that suit us are primarily avocados, nuts, seeds, olives, 
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olive oil and found in different fish like salmon or tuna.

* Water: Just remember that we are almost 70% water and it is essential to 
provide a vehicle to macronutrients. It is necessary to drink enough water. It 
is said that one way to calculate it is to divide your weight between 7 and the 
result is the number of vessels that need, for example if you weigh 80 kilos 
(80: 7 = 11) 11 cups are about 2.75 liters of water a day.

If we consider these macronutrients, we must be clear that we need to include 
each of these macronutrients in every meal. Although extent that would later 
come to let go of carbohydrates and fats.

I would not, for the moment, to mention micronutrients, ie vitamins and 
minerals. We'll leave for another article.

HOW MANY CALORIES YOU NEED?

Moreover, considering the goal we want to achieve with the training, we could 
say that if we want to increase muscle mass we need 30-40 calories per day 
per kilo of weight.

On the contrary, if we want to achieve is to lose fat, about nutrition, we note 
that our caloric intake will be between 22 and 26 calories daily per kilo of 
weight.
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¿PROTEIN, FAT AND CARBOHYDRATE IN WEIGHT GAIN OR 
LOSS FAT?

- Let's start by proteins, a person who does a significant physical effort 
requires a minimum of 0.8 to 1 gram of protein per kilo of weight.

Based on this data, we can say that if you want to increase muscle mass need 
between 2.2 and 3.3 grams of protein per kilo of weight. Another way to 
calculate it would be about 25% of our diet to gain weight and 35% weight 
loss.

- With respect to fat gain muscle mass or weight loss, it would be about 15% of 
our diet to gain weight and 10% weight loss.

- If Carbohydrate if there is a considerable difference, as it is this 
macronutrient that will make us gain weight or not. In the case of weight gain 
need that our diet is at least 60% carbohydrates. It is likely that these 
amounts of carbohydrates can store fat.

For weight loss diets, it would be up to 55% of carbohydrates in our diet.

Clearly this is an orientation, since each case is different, it is a general idea.

In short and orientativamente:
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WEIGHT GAIN:

- Carbohydrates: 60%
- PROTEIN: 25%
- Fats: 15%

WEIGHT LOSS:

- Carbohydrates: 55%
- PROTEIN: 35%
- Fats: 10%

WHAT AND HOW OFTEN SHOULD I EAT THE DAY?

Typically, they tell you to eat 5 times a day, at least. The most important meal 
of the day is breakfast, I repeat the des-fasting, ie stop fasting.

When we woke up our metabolism takes about eight hours without eating, we 
need to regain strength.

It is very important to take protein at breakfast and quality carbohydrates.

Let's see an example of a diet (eg which is good for everyone):
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* A compound of a bowl of oatmeal with skim milk breakfast with an omelet 
made with a couple of whole eggs and one or two more clear and fresh orange 
juice or a whole orange is perfect to start the day.

* The second meal of the day, about 3 then can be the ideal time to take nuts, 
some dairy, fruit or a can of tuna.

* In the third meal, noon, we include some carbohydrates like rice, boiled 
potatoes or broccoli with chicken or turkey, dessert some fruit or milk.

* The snack is the last meal in which we want to add fruit because it contains 
sugar and is not suitable eat very late. Some protein how an egg, tuna, turkey, 
etc ... or a protein shake.

* Dinner is time to eat grilled fish with vegetables or salad with a little oil.

Before bed is very good to eat nonfat cottage cheese contains casein protein 
that we will providing protein during the hours we sleep, being slow 
assimilation.

No doubt that sleep at least eight hours is essential to recover.

In short, the idea of this article is clear, not all diets are for everyone, to 
produce it several factors and variables must be taken into account. It is 
essential not to "criminalize" any macronutrient, but know what the amount 
and source that suit us at all times.
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7 - STRENGTH IN TIMES OF CRISIS (Low Cost Training)

There are many people who for various reasons can not train in a gym and 
one of those reasons may be the lack of money to pay tuition and monthly.

This guide is intended to help those who, having no financial means to attend 
a gym, want to train your muscles and keep fit, although the conditions are 
not ideal.

We live in a world that changes at an ever faster rate occur and it is not 
uncommon that people are unemployed and without income to have a decent 
life and be able to meet their basic needs.

That said, the adaptability is increasingly necessary quality, we often have to 
change ingrained habits.

If you can not attend the gym because they have no money for it. If you attend 
a gym is expensive and still can not afford a cheaper one, this is what you can 
do for free or very little money to spend.
JUST WITHOUT TRAINING EQUIPMENT

The lack of access to training equipment is no longer an excuse to avoid 
bodybuilding workouts. This is evident with the growing popularity of 
training programs at home and DormFit (which does not require any 
equipment), the US and other countries, especially among college students.
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An easy way to increase the resistance in the above exercises is the addition of 
a loaded backpack on his back during the series.

Note that the two most difficult exercises to perform are the Chin and 
Inverted Remo, but it's pretty easy to do with a minimum investment buying 
a chinning bar. It will be a great investment, but if you do not have this 
accessory, you can perform the exercise rowing inverted placing under a table, 
or by placing a stick / solid bar between two banks.

In case you want to decrease the level of difficulty of abdominal exercises, just 
put the trunk in a higher position, and rising, place your feet in a higher 
position in relation to the trunk, a bank or a ball Swiss.

It is also a good idea to review the nearby area you live in a park with 
structures to perform exercises (with your own body weight). This will allow 
you a greater variety, as well as training outdoors when the weather permits.

THE WEIGHT TRAINING

Many people begin to train at home with a pair of dumbbells, but 
unfortunately most just do the exercise with weights and bar not know more 
exercises.

The truth is that there are a number of exercises that can be performed with a 
pair of adjustable dumbbells and it's perfectly possible to create a training 
program that combines calisthenics (without equipment) as those that can be 
found in the first training program this article, with weight training exercises.
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•* Serial to do: From 1-6 sets per exercise. Adjust according to your 
current physical strength and resilience.

•* No. of repetitions to perform: From 6-20 repetitions per set. It can 
and should vary the weight and number of repetitions performed on 
each training day.

•* The rest time between sets: 30 seconds to 3 minutes between sets.

Note that if you have a weight bench, you can create an alternative to 
put a long thick table between two banks or between two tires, for 
example. Then you can also put some kind of pillow or cushion thing on 
the board to serve as a bank.

CONCLUSION

It is perfectly possible to advance in terms of increased strength, muscle 
mass and also the formation of fat loss at home without going to a gym.

To accomplish this you will also need to apply the principle of 
progressive overload and willpower to perform all scheduled workouts.

Give it your best to perform a greater number of repetitions and lift 
heavier loads, and probably be amazed at the results you get.

This is my workout room at home, so when I can not go to the gym.
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Increasingly becomes necessary capacity to make changes in our lives that are 
difficult. Life often forced out of the comfort zone and that's not necessarily 
bad. Use this time to learn and develop skills.

Lack of money and / or unemployment should not be reasons to avoid 
activities físicas.Tomar a positive and proactive attitude to life, and this will 
work much better in every way. That said, just do the best you can with what 
you have at your disposal.

Personally I think that rather than a right, training should be a necessity. 
Consider it an investment in you will get back in shape for a better fit, better 
health and a better quality of life throughout his years.

Do not miss the second part of this article and where we will reveal ways to 
save money with diet and supplementation.
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8 - NUTRITION AND SUPPLEMENTATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS 
(Nutrition and Supplementation Low Cost)

After the first part of this guide: "Strength in Times of Crisis (Low Cost 
Training), which spoke of the practice of low cost exercise, now follows in this 
second part we will talk exclusively Diet and supplementation, always in the 
context of the lowest possible cost (Low cost).

Some say that eating healthy is expensive, but not think so. It is perfectly 
possible to eat a "clean" diet based on whole, fresh foods, spending much less 
than if we had a diet of biscuits, pizzas and fast food.

First, you have to completely forget the idea of buying a "super food", on 
which he read on any item. When the budget is limited, we restrict our 
shopping list for the cheapest, which is not to say that's negative, because in 
reality they are essential nutrients.
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Also, keep in mind some more traditional money-saving tips:

•Never shop hungry: This will not be a problem for you if you are a 
disciplined person and following your diet strictly.

•Take a shopping list: Besides buying food, that list should also contain 
the exact amounts of each food. Buy enough for a week and avoid 
buying food or things that are not on your list. In this way also prevent 
"escape" to the diet.
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DIET (LOW COST)

Here are some cheap food that must search the area where you live:

Potatoes or potatoes: This is one of the cheapest food you can find and also 
one of the healthiest, being an excellent source of carbohydrates and also one 
of the foods that satisfy your appetite. Often eat potatoes can become very 
boring, but there are dozens of recipes that you can try, and potatoes can be 
baked, grilled, mashed, roasted, etc ...

Rice: Another cheap source of carbohydrates, but would not recommend 
frequent consumption because this food is very low in nutritional terms. 
Consume only sporadically to add variety to your meals.
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Oatmeal: Oatmeal cereal is probably the most consumed by bodybuilders and 
fitness enthusiasts life style. It is very nutritious and is quite easy to use in 
various recipes. Note that it is always recommended soaking or cooking 
before serving, otherwise it will be harder to digest and get fewer nutrients.

Carrot: This is another food that is usually very cheap and also very 
nutritious. It is well suited as an alternative meals that include potatoes or 
steamed vegetables.

Legumes: There are several types of legumes such as beans, chickpeas, peas, 
lentils and beans, which are very economical options to use them to enrich 
and give variety to your meals.
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Vegetables: In a difficult economic situation, the best thing you can do is find 
all types of vegetables, is cheap. It may even be simple cabbage, which is 
actually one of the healthiest vegetables and very nutritious types.

Eggs: one of the most nutrient dense foods on the planet. Many consider the 
multivitamin nature and also contain the highest quality protein.

Egg whites (pasteurized): Exits much cheaper to acquire egg whites 
prepackaged than having to buy eggs and pour some jewelry.
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Dehydrated Egg: The egg white (albumin) is a good alternative to protein 
supplements (whey and casein). In fact, this product can also be considered as 
a supplement and is available in many commercial areas. It can be dissolved 
in water juices, milk and fruit. To improve the taste, you can add drops of 
vanilla, cinnamon and / or sweeteners like stevia. Always mix in a blender.

Chicken: The chicken breast is a very popular food among bodybuilders, but it 
is always cheaper to buy a whole chicken. It is an excellent source of protein, 
while it is almost completely free of grease.

Red meat: It is also a good idea to eat some red meat, as some studies indicate 
that it has anabolic properties. Therefore, look for cheaper and thinner cuts. 
Of all meat, pork is usually the cheapest
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Fish and Seafood: For those living on a budget, the best you can do is simply 
look for the cheapest type of fish market to take home, either fresh canned 
how. Sardines, mackerel, hake, etc. If the occasion arises seafood (shrimp, 
prawns, shrimp, etc) are ideal for their protein and minerals

Dairy: Today there are many people who are against the consumption of milk, 
but milk remains a source of protein of the highest quality, is very rich in 
essential nutrients for the health of humans and several studies show that this 
is a great drink to eat pre and post workout.

Fresh cheese: This is one of the best foods for bodybuilders because it offers a 
good amount of proteins (mainly casein) and is easy to carry anywhere. Being 
highly recommended, however keep in mind that must remain refrigerated.
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Full Yogurt: Some types of yogurt that can be bought and can be used to add 
variety to your diet. These contain beneficial bacteria in your body as well as 
various minerals, vitamins and some protein. Search these yogurts that have 
no added sugar. If you buy plain yogurt, you can sweeten with a little Stevia, 
or other healthy sweetener.

 

Fruits: The ideal is to acquire various types of fruit, but if you have little 
money, buy a larger amount of the cheapest fruit. Often cheaper bananas, 
oranges, pears ... And let the more exotic (and expensive) fruit for the rest of 
the customers of supermarkets.

Corn starch (cornstarch): This is a source of refined carbohydrates very easy 
to mix with beverages and is easily digested and quickly absorbed. Can be 
used in place of dextrose, maltodextrin and other.
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Olive oil: This is one of the best sources of fat and is well suited for cooking or 
as an accompaniment to meals. Some studies even indicate that the oil can 
promote increased testosterone levels.

Here, as it is a shopping list and an example of a diet that definitely will not 
weigh too heavily on your wallet. As you can see, it is perfectly possible to eat 
healthy and guide the diet according to the objectives (definition or 
hypertrophy) without spending a fortune.

You can see below an example of a maintenance diet that does not include 
supplements suitable for a person with 80 kg and train 4 times a week. Note 
that this diet is just an example and that for hypertrophy should increase 
calories from 10 to 20% and by definition should be reduced to 10-20%.

EXAMPLE OF A DIET SUPPLEMENTS THAT DOES NOT INCLUDE:

- Breakfast: Pancakes (200 ml egg whites, 1 whole egg and 100 grams of 
ground oats or oatmeal).
- Morning Snack: 180 grams of nonfat cottage cheese, 1 banana.
- Lunch: 200 grams of boiled potatoes, 50 grams of cooked carrot, 1 chicken 
breast grilled broccoli 100 grams, 10 grams of olive oil.
- Snack: Pancakes (6 egg whites, 1 yolk and 100 grams of ground oats or 
oatmeal).
- Preworkout: 250 ml of whole milk.
- After training: 250 ml of milk.
- Dinner: 150 grams of sardines, 100 grams of rice, green bean 100 grams, 10 
grams of olive oil.
- Dinner: 180 grams of nonfat cottage cheese, 1 block.

This 2936 calorie diet containing 29% protein, 42% carbohydrate and 29% 
fat.
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EXAMPLE OF A DIET SUPPLEMENTS THAT INCLUDES:

*Breakfast: 100 grams of corn flakes, 250 ml of whole milk, 30 grams of whey 
protein (all mixed in a container).
*Morning Snack: 180 grams of nonfat cottage cheese, 1 banana.
*Lunch: 100 grams of boiled potatoes, 50 grams of cooked carrot, 1 chicken 
breast grilled broccoli 100 grams, 10 grams of olive oil.
*Snack: Pancakes (200 ml clear, 1 egg and 100 grams of ground oats or 
oatmeal).
*Preworkout: 15 grams of whey protein, 1 banana.
*Posttraining: 65 grams of corn starch (cornstarch), 15 grams of whey protein, 
5 g of creatine monohydrate.
*Dinner: 150 grams of sardines, 100 grams of rice, green bean 100 grams, 10 
grams of olive oil.
*Dinner: 40 grams of protein casein, 1 block.

This dietary plan that contains 2,938 calories 34% protein, 46% carbohydrate 
and 20% fat.

SUPPLEMENTS

If you do the math, you'll see that gram for gram, protein supplements end up 
being cheaper than buying the equivalent amount in the form of food, but 
when faced with an adverse economic situation, people just can not spend so 
much money one single product and simply avoid this type of expenditure.

Note that, contrary to what many think, need not take any supplements to 
achieve gains in strength and muscle mass. However, they may be useful in 
this regard. Consider just the icing on the cake.
However, if you really intend to buy supplements, here are recommending, 
following the idea of possible cost:
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Creatine:

This Supplement No. 1 would recommend to anyone interested in gaining 
strength and muscle mass, even for those who have little money available. 
There are hundreds of studies demonstrating its promoters effects of athletic 
performance and increase strength, power and muscle mass.

Whey Protein:

This is simply the best source of protein. Whey protein is the highest 
biological value rich in BCAA several studies have shown its effectiveness in 
promoting greater muscle hypertrophy, especially when taken in the pre and 
post workout meals. It also provides multiple health benefits.

Casein:

Casein is a slow absorbing protein source that can be extremely useful to 
promote greater muscle growth. When taken before bedtime (40 grams), 
provides greater retention of muscle mass over time. This is probably due to 
its anti-catabolic derived from the slow release of amino acids in the 
bloodstream overnight effect.

Amino acids:

Stimulate muscle protein synthesis, reduce fatigue during prolonged exercise 
and participate in protecting the immune system, among other functions.

They are essential to the process of recovery and muscle development. A 
possible failure of one of these amino acids lead not only growth arrest but 
also muscle wear.

Branched Chain Amino Acids BCAA:

The BCAAs are essential amino acids for prolonged or intense workouts 
because they are essential in the formation of muscle mass and also energy. 
The BCAAs are three essential amino acids (leucine, isoleucine and valine), 
which play important physiological functions:
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1) They stimulate muscle protein synthesis and decreased degradation after 
exercise.
2) During the year, they can act as energy substrates necessary for muscle 
contraction.
3) Decrease fatigue during prolonged exercise through indirect effects on the 
central nervous system.
4) partially stimulate the production of insulin which helps transport glucose 
and amino acids into cells.

CONCLUSION

We reached the end of this guide Low Cost nutrition and supplementation. 
Please note that food prices can vary greatly from one city to another, so we 
advise you to always seek the cheapest alternative.

For example, in some places potato can be cheaper than others. Elsewhere 
there may also be other cheaper food and are a great alternative to potatoes, 
such as sweet potato, cassava, etc ...
There are also other foods like squash that are ideal to include in the diet, 
because if you can find a good price.

In addition to everything mentioned here, I also recommend stay tuned for 
promotions in supermarkets, as sometimes it presents the opportunity to buy 
cheaper food. Look also get their food from local producers, and preferably to 
be seasonal, as fresh as possible.

Nobody likes people who complain and everyone has problems. If you are 
having financial problems, stop complaining, stop procrastinating (leave 
nothing for tomorrow), get to work and do my best to spend as little as 
possible with your workouts and diet tips following these guidelines.
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS

If you got to read this entire manual or guide, congratulations, I hope it is of 
interest and benefit kicks him.

It is based both on my experience, how many hours of study and reading.

Thank you and wish you get your goals.

Follow me on Social Networks:

www.diegogallardo.com

www.facebook.com/PaginaDiegoGallardoChaves

https://twitter.com/DiegoGallardoCh
 
http://instagram.com/diegogallardoch
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